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Solution» of olass C of nonlinear boundary value problem (BVF) for functional differential equations were studied by L.J. Grimm and K. Sohmitt [2] . Subsequently J. Sisenfeld and V. Lakshmikantham [3] , T.C.L. Hutson [5] , S. Heikkila, J.W. Hooney and S. Seikkala [4] and others have examined the existenoe, uniqueness and comparison results for oertain nonlinear BVP for functional differential equations. Solutions of degenerate BYP for differential equations were dealt with by T. Jonsson [6] » The present paper generalises the results of papers [2] and [6] . Ve prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of class C of a degenerate BVP for a functional differential equation. A further existenoe result is based on some funotional differential inequalities. Ve give two simple examples to illustrate main theorems.
Let us consider a degenerate BVP for functional differential equation of the form (1), (2) to -1 the following integral equation
We will write (5) shortly v = Tv, where the operator T is dafined in the righthand-side of (5). Basing on inequalities
and (3) (2) has a solution of olass C 2 suoh that cx(t) < x(t) < |5(t).
Proof. Ve obtain for |x(t)| <K(l-t 2 ) the inequality ' * x ' (t) ) <C 1 + K 1 K + V + K 3l x ' (t) l '
The funotion h(s) -C 1 + (K^+Kg)K + K^s satisfies (10). Henoe there exists N>0 suoh that |x'(t)|< N provided cx(tKx(tK ^|J(t). Ve find o^max (N+|oc'(t)| +| §'(t)| ). BVP (1 1 ),(2') has a solution x satisfying a(t)4 x(t)^(l(t). For a t Q we have -923 -
